Department of Community and Therapeutic Recreation
School of Health and Human Sciences
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Faculty Meeting

Friday, October 10, 2014; 8:30 – 10:30 am; TR Lab

MINUTES

1. UNCG/HHS Items
   - Faculty discussed the UNCG/HHS Budget. Requests will include Spring GA’s, funding for the TR search, and conference and travel reimbursements.
   - Blackboard will be migrated to Canvas by summer. CTR will be migrated in early May, if possible.

2. TR Faculty Search
   - Faculty discussed the TR search and people to ask to apply. Cara Grey and Judy Kinney were named. Faculty will distribute flyers and speak with people at the ALS Social on Tuesday night at the NRPA conference.

3. Upcoming Conference
   - CTR will purchase an exhibit booth for the NRPA conference in Charlotte, NC. An alumni breakfast or lunch was discussed, but after noting the ALS Social on Tuesday night and other conference items, it was decided that we will not have an alumni meeting at this conference. CTR will invite alumni to the ALS Social instead. Faculty will also speak with attendees about potential applicants for the TR search.

4. Student Scholarships
   - Candice Bruton distributed a list of 3 individuals who she found online that graduated from CTR with the special events/event planning degree. Grad students will research these names and see if they can find contact info. Amy will verify that the individuals did in fact graduate from the CTR program.
   - CTR discussed the idea of a scholarship information fair to be held in the TR Lab. Tables would be set up for the Bedini, Stout, and Harvey scholarships/awards in particular, and info would be available for HHS and other scholarships.
5. Fieldwork manuals
   - Faculty discussed the need to update the fieldwork manuals, checklists, and forms. Amy will print copies of all items and give to faculty. Information needs to be included in the manual for On-Boarding requirements, TR licensure certification, and student learning outcome examples.